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6.1 INTRODUCTION
We havc all seen the marvellous rainbow colours that appear in soap bubbles and thin
oil films. When a soapy plate drains, coloured reflections often occur from it. A similar
efl'cct occurs whcn light is reflected from wct pavements that has an oil slick on it.
I-Iave you ever wondered what causcs the display of colours when light is reflected from
such lhin oil film or soap bubble?
All ~hcscellecls are duc to intcrlerence of light reflectcd from the opposite surfaces of .
the film. Thus the pllenornenon owe its origin to a combination of refleclion and
intcrfcrcnce.
In the last unit, we discussed the interference of ligh~,but thcre, the two inlcrrcring light
waves are produced by division of wavefront. For example, in Young's double slit
experiment, light coming out of a pin hole was allowed to fall into two holcs, and the
light waves emanating from these two holes interfered to produce the interference
pattcrn, But the interlerence of light waves, which is responsible for the colour of thin
lilms, involves two light beams derivcd from a single incident beam by division of
amplitude of the incident wave. When a light wave falls on a thin film, the wave
rcflccted from the upper surface interreres with the wave reflected from the lowcr
surl'acc. This givcs risc to bcautilul colours. Howcvcr, one Inus1 initially considcr how
thc phase of a light wave is affecled when it is reflectcd.
In lhc last unit, you noted that in Lloyd's mirror, the intcrfererlce takes place bctwecn
wlivcs coming direct lrom the sourcc and those reflected from an optically denser
mcdium. As a consequence of this, the cenlral fringe is round to be 'dark' instead of
'bright'. This was explained by assu~ningthe fact that a phase cl~angcof r takes place
whcn light waves are rcflcctcd at lhe surrace of a "denser" medium. We will begin this
unit by giving proof of the statement made above; this proof will be based on the
principle of reversibility of light.

It is illso possible to observe inlerference using multiple bearns. This is known as
multiplc beam interferomeuy, and it will be discussed in the next unit. It will be shown
thcre that multiple beam inlerferometry offers some unique advantages over two beam ,
interlcromctry.

Objectives
After siudying this unit, you should be able to
0

provc that when a light wave is reflected at the surface of an optically denser
mcdium, it suffers a phase change of r,

I~ltcrkrcnccby Division of
Au~plitudc

describe the origin of the intercerence pattern produced by a thin Tilm,
describe the formation, shape and location of interCerence fringes obtained from a
thin wedge-shaped film,
@

describe how Newton's rings are used to determine the wavelength of light,
explain why a thin coating of a suitable subslance ~ninimizesthe reflection of light
from a glass surface,

0

distinguish between fringes of equal inclination and fringes of equal thickness.

6.2 STOKES' ANALYSIS OF PHASE CHANGE ON
REFLECTION
TO inves~igalethe phase change in the rclleclion of light at an interface between ~ w o

media, Sir G.C. Stokes used the principle of optical rcvcrsibility. This principle states
[hat a light ray, that is rcClccted or rcfractcd, will retrace its original path, if its direction
is rcvcrscd, providcd thcre is no absorption of light.
I

t

Fig. 6.l(a) shows the surface MN separating media 1 and 2, the lower one being denser.
Supposc medium 1 is air and medium 2 is glass.

Fig. 6.1: (a) A ray is rcllcctcd u ~ l drcfractod a1 all alr-glass 111tcrT;lce.(b) Tile oplic:~lly~~a\~crscd
slt~intlon;
t l ~ ctwo rnys ill tho lower Icrl ntust catlccl. 111both cases, n2> 81, (n, and n, nrc thcrcfrnctivc indices
or thc ~tlcdin).

An incident light wavc, A B , is parlly rci'lccled along BC and parlly Lransrnilted
(rerrac~cd)along BD. Lcl a bc tllc amplilutic of the incidcnt wave AB, r bc the fraction
of thc amplitude rcflccted, ancl t bc the fraction translnitted whcn the wave is travelling
from mcdium 1 Lo 2. Thcn thc amplitucics along BC and BD arc ar and at, rcspectively.
Now, supposc the direclions of ~ h rcl'lectcti
c
and Lransmilled (refracted) waves are
reversed. As shown in Fig. 6.l(b), thc wave BC, on revcrsnl, gives a rcflcctcd wave
along BA, and a translnilted (rccracted) wave alol~gRE. The amplitude of reflected wave
along B A is ar.r = ar 2 and L ~ I Calnpliludc of transmitted wave along BE is art. Similarly,
the wave ED, on reversal, givcs n transrnilled wave along BA and a reflected beam
along BE. Let r'and t'be thc fractions of amplitude refleclcd and transmitted when the
wave is travelling froin ~ n c d i u ~2nto mcdium 1. Then lhc amplitude of the transmitlcd
wave along B A is att' and the amplitudc of reflecled wavc along BE is a d . But, according
to principle of revcrsibility of light, Lhe reflected and lransmitled waves BC and BD, when
reversed, should give the original ray of ampliludc a along BA only. Hcnce, the
component along B E should be zcro and that along BA should be equal to a. That is
art
and
From Er T, (6.1) and (6.2), wc get

and

+a

~=' O

aS+au'=a

.. .(6.1)

,..(6.2)

..

tt' = 1

- r2

,

. .(6.4)
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Eqs. (6.3) ant1 (6.3) are known as Stoke's relations.
Now. observe carcrully
. Eq. (6.3). Hcre r is lhe fmc~ionof ampliludc reflec~edwhen
incidcnt wavc is travelling from a rarer to denscr medium, and r'whcn incident wave is
travclling horn a denser LO a rarcr mcdium. The Lwo fraclions are nulnerically equal but
havc opposite signs. Hcnce, ~hcscare exaclly out of phase wilh each other, i.c., their
phasc difference is 'd.
If no phase change occurs whcn a light wave is reflectcd by a
denser meiium thcn there must be a phase change of n wlicn a light wave is reflectcd
by a mrcr medium-and convcrscly, i f no phase change occurs when a light wave is
reflectcd by a rarer medium ~hcnthere must be a phase changc of n whcn a light wave
is reflccted by a denser medium. Now, out of the two alternatives mentioned above
second one is correct because it has been experimentally observed (See sec 5.6 in
connection'with Lloyd's mirror) that the phase change of n occurs when tlie light strikes
the boundary from the side of rarer medium. Hence, light reflccted by a material of
highcr refractive indcx than thc medium in which the rays are travelling undcrgocs a
180' (or rc) phase chungc.
Rcllcction by a ~nalcrialof lower relractive index than the medium in which the rays are
travclling causes no phase change.
The rollowing SAQ will provide a uscful chcck of your understanding of this section.

SAQ 1

In Fig. 6.2, wc have illustrated four siluations. In the two examples on Lhe lcft, tlic
rerractivc index bclwccn llic surfaccs is higher than that outside; in the lwo examples on
the right, it is lower. This determines whether or not there is a phasc change. In Fig.
6.2(a) and (b), we have indicated the phase change taking place at he points marked by
an arrow. Redraw the Fig. 6.2(c) and (d), indicating tlic phase change taking place at the
points markcd by an arrow.

w

No phase

dange

change

Fig. 6.2
.

-

6.3 INTERFERENCE IN THIN FILMS

:2

Suppose a ray of light from a source S strikes a thin film of soapy water, at A, see Fig.
6.3(a) . Part of this will be reflected as ray (1) and part refracted in the direction AB.
Upon arrival at B, part of the latler will be reflected to C, and part refracted along BT,.
At C, the ray will again get parlly reflected along CD and refracted as ray (2) along
CR2. A continuation of this process yields two sets of parallel rays, one on each side of
the film. In each of these sets, of course, the amplitude dccrcascs rapidly from one ray
to the next. Considering only he Lirst two reflected rays (1) and (2) we find that these
two rays arc in a position to interfere. This is because, if we assume S to be a
~nonocllromalicpoint source, lhe film serves as an amplitude-splitting device, so that ray
(1) and (2) may be considered as arising from two coherent virlual sourccs S'and S"
lying behind the film, that is, the two images of S formed by reflection at the top and
bot~omsurfaces of the film, as shown in Fig. 6.3 (b). If he set of parallcl rcflccled rays

-

is now collected by a lens, and focusscd at P, each ray has travelled a different distance,
and [he phasc relationship bctwcen them may he'such as to produce destructive or constructive
interfcrcnccat P. It is such intcrference that produccs thc colours of this film when seen by
nakcd eyes.

Flg. 6.3: (a) h,lultiplc rcflcctior~in a soap lilu~.(b) The I~~terfercnce
pattern produccd due l o rays (1)
and (2) is apl)roxlulntcly the sanlc as wollld huve heell produced Ily two collcrent po111t
sources S ' r n d S'!

Now, wc know that thc LWO rays rcinforce.eac11 othcr, if the path dilfcrence between
than is an intcgral ~nultiplcof A,whexc ;1is tllc wavclcngth of light, which is being
uscd Lo illuminalc Lllc film. Hcncc, Ict us first find out the path diffcrcnce bctween the
rcflcctcd rays (1) and (2).

Path Difference in Reflected Liylrt
Suppose the ray of light Calling on thc thin film of soapy watcr at A be incident at an
angle i, as shown in Fig. 6.4. Lct thc thickness of thc film be I and refractive indcx bc
(;.I). At A it is partly reflccicd along AR1 giving ~ h ray
c (1) and partly refracted along
AB at an angle r. At B it is again partly rcflcctcci along BC and partly refracted along BT,.
Similar rcflcctions and refractions occur at C. Since, ~lleraps AR, and CR2, i.e. ray ( 1 ) and
say (2) havc been dcrivcd from thc same incidcnt ray, thcy are cohcrcnt and in a position to
interfcrc. Lct CN and BM be pcrpcndiculars to AR1 and AC. As the paths of the rays
AR1 and CRz beyond CN arc cqual, thc path diSCcrence between ray (1) and (2) is given by
(path ABC in film-pall1 AN in air)

.:
Here

path dilference = /L (AB + BC) - AN

A B = B C = - =BM
-,
cos r

r
cos r

Pig. 6.4: Optical path dlffercncc bel\rfcc!~two co~~sccul~vl:
rays i11 n llluil~plcreflcctioll.

...(6.5)

.

Intcrfcru~lceby Dlvisloli of
Al~~pliludr!

and

AN = AC sin i

Now,

AC = A M + M C

= 2t tan r

..

AN = 2t tan r sin i
sin r
= 2t - (sin i)
cos r

sin r
=2t-(psinr)
cos r

sin i

sin 2r
cos r

= 2pt-

Substituting these values of AB, BC and AN in Eq. (6.5) we get,

'[

path difference = p

cosr

I.)

+ cosr

sin 2 r
cos r

- 2 p t-

-

= 2 P t (1 - sin 2 r)
cos r

:.
At A, the ray is reflected whilc
going from a rarer to a denser
medium and suffers a phase
change
At lhe
takes place when the ray is going
from a denser lo a rarer medium*
and there is no phase change.

..

pa~hdifference = 2 p t cos r

However, we must take account of the fact that ray (1) undergoes a phase change of r
at reflection while ray (2) does not, since it is internally reflected (See SAQ 1). The

A Hence, he effective path
phase change of rc is equivalent to a path difference of -,
2
difference between ray (1) and rays (2) is

The sign of the phase cnangt is immaterial, Here we have chosen the negative sign to
make the equation a bit simpler in form.

A we might
As you know from Unit 5, if this pain ul~rerenceis an odd multiple of -,
2
expect rays (1) and (2) to be out of phase, and produce a minimum of intensity. Thus
the condition
2 p t cosr

A = (2n - 1) -,
A
-2
2

where n = 1.2, ...

becomes a condition for destructive interference as far as rays (1) and (2) are concerned.
Next, we examine the phases of the remaining rays, (3), (4), (5),.,...Since the geometry
is the same, the path difference between rays (3) and (2) will also be given by Eq. (6.6).
But, here, only 'internal reflections are involved, so the effective path difference will still
be given by Eq. (6.6). Hence, if the condition given by Eq. (6.8) is fulfilled, ray (3) will
be in the same phase as ray (2). The same holds true for all succeeding pairs, and so we
conclude that, under the condition given by Eq. (6.8), rays (1) and (2) will be out of
phase, but rays (2), (3), (4),.....,will be in phase with each other. Now, since ray (1) has
considerably greater amplitude than ray (2), we might think that they will not completely annul each other, that is, the condition given by Eq. (6.8) may not produce
complete darkness. But it is not so. We will now prove that the addition of rays (3). (41,
(5).....,which are all in phase with ray (3,will give a net amplitude, just sufficient to
make up the difference and to produce complete darkness. Fig. 6.5 shows the amplitude
of successive rays in multiple reflection.

I~ltcrferenccby Division of
Amplitude

Fig. 6.5: An~plltudeof successlvc rays in multiple reflection.

Adding the amplitudes of all the reflected rays but the first, on the uppcr side of the
film we obtain the resultant amplitude:

Since r IS, necessal~ly,less than 1, the geometrical series in parentheses has a finite sum
equal to 1/(1 S),giving

-

1
(1 - r 2 )

A = atrt'

But from Stoke's treatment, Eq. (6.4), ft'= 1 - r2, we obtain

This is just equal to the amplitude of the first reflected ray, hence, we conclude that under
the condition of Ecl. (6.8), Lhere will be cornplcte dcslructive interference. On the other
.
hand, if thc path diffcrcnce given by Q. (6.7) is an inlegral multiple of A, i.e., when
2,ucosr
or

1 = n l , w h c r e n = 0,1,2,... elc.
-2

a
2p cosr = (2n + 1) -

...(6.10)

2

*b

d

then ray (1) and (2) will bc in phase with each other and gives a condilion or
constructive interference. But rays (3), ( S ) , (7) ,... will be out of phase with rays (2j, \4),
(6),.... Sincc (2) is marc ir~tcnsethan (3), (4) is more intense than (3,etc., these pairs
cannot cancel each other. As the stronger series combines with ray (I), the strongest o f .
all. Lhere will be maxin~umof intensity.

?"

Thus, when a thin film is illuminated by monochromatic light, and seen in reflected
1

light, it appears bright or dark according as 2~ cos r is odd multiple of A2 or integral

I

multiplc of 1 , respectively.

,I

2p t cosr = (2n + 1)

-

(condition of maxima)
(condition of minima)

...( 6.11b)

Before moving further, answer [he following SAQ.

SAQ 2

I1

iI
k

Using Eq. (6.7), state whether the followi~igstatement is true or false. Give reasons,
,

"An excessively thin film seen in reflected light appears perfectly black".

.

Interference

Now we are in a position tp know the reason of the production of colours in thin film of
soap water.
Colours in Thin Films
The eye looking at the film receives rays of light reflected at the top and bottom
surfaces of the film. These rays are in a position to interfere. The path difference
between the interfering rays, given by Eq. (6.7), depends upon t (thickness of the film)
and upon r, and, hence, upon inclination of the incident rays (the inclination is
determined by the position of the eye relative to the region of the film, which is being
looked at). The sunlight consists of a continuous range of wavelengths (colours). At a
particular point of the film, and for a particular position of the eye (i.e.. for a particular
t and a particular r), the rays of only certain wavelengths will have a path difference
salisljling the condition of maxima. Hence, only these wavelengths (colours) will be present
wilh the nlaxirnum intensity. While some others, which satisfy the condition of the
minima will be missing. Hence, the point of the film being viewed will appear coloured.
We arc working out an example so that the phenomenon of production of colours in thin
film is clear to you.
Example 1
A thin film of 4 x 10-5crn thickness is illuminated by white light normal to its surface (r =
0"). Its refractive index is 1.5. Of what colour will the lhin film appear in reflected light?

Solution

The condition for constructive interference of light reflected from a film is

A where. n = 0,1,2,....
2pf cos r = (2n + 1) -,
2

Here p = 1.5; t = 4 x 10-5cm and r = O0 (since light falls normally) so that cos r = 1.

Taking n = 0, 1, 2, 3,

.........we get

These are the wavelengths reflected most strongly. Of these, the wavelength lying in the
visible region is 4800A (blue).
So far we have considered viewing of thin film in reflected light. Suppose the eye is
now situated on the lower side of the film, shown in Fig. 6.3 and Fig. 6.5. The rays
emerging from the lower side of the film can also be brought together with a lens and
made to interfeqe.
Let us find out what colours will arise, when the film is viewed in this position. For
this, we have to first calculate the path difference between the rays in transmitted light.
The path difference between the transmitted rays BTl and DT2 is given by Eq. (6.6), i.e.,
(BC+CD)-BL=2ptcosr
In this case, there is no phase change due to reflection at B or C, because in either case

the light is travelling from denser to rarer medium (See SAQ 1). Hence, the effective
path difference between BT, and DT2 is also 2 p t cos r.
The two rays BT1 and DT2 reinforce each other, if
2

11t

cosr = njl (condition of maxima)

where n = 1, 2,3.
In this case, the film will appear bright in the transmitted light.
The two rays will destroy each other if
2 u t cos r = (2n + 1)

h
(condition of minima)
2

where n = 0, 1, 2,.... and the film appears dark in transmitted light.
A comparison of Eqs. (6.1 la), (G.llb), (6.12a) and (6.12b) shows that the conditions for
the maxima and minima, in the reflected light are just the reverse of those in transmitted
light. Therefore, only those colours will be visible in transmilted liglit, which were
missed in reflected light. Hence, the film which appears bright in reflected light will
appear dark in trans~nittedlight and vice versa. In other words, the appearances of
colours in the two cases is complimentary to each other.
Interference fringes produced by thin films can be classified into two: Fringes of equal
inclination and fringes of equal thickness.

Fringes of Equal Inclination
If the lens used in Fig. 6.3 to focus the rays has a small aperture, interference fringes
will appear on a small portion of the film. Only the rays leaving the point source that
are reflected directly into the lens will be seen (see Fig. 6.64. For an extended source,
light will reach the lens frotn various directions, and the fringe pattern will spread out
over a large area of the film, as sllown in Fig. G.Gb.

Point
IOU

Fig.6.6: (a) Frlnges scan In a small portlon of the fllm.(b) Frl~~ges
s c c ~on~ a large rcglon of tho fNm.

The angle i or equivalently r, determined by the position P,will, in turn, control the
path difference. The fringes appeaing at-points PIand P2 in Fig. 6.7 are, accordingly,
known as fringes of equal inclination.
Notice that as the film becomes thicker, the separation AC in Fig. 6.4 between my (1)
and (2) also increases, since AC = 2t tiln r. When only one of the two rays is able to
enter the pupil of the eye, the interference pattern will disoppenr. The larger lens of a
telescope could then, bc used to gather in both rays, making the pattcrn visible. Thc

Interference by Division of
Anlplitude

separation can also be reduced by reducing r, and, therefore, i, i.e., by viewing the film
at nearly normal incidence.

Fig. 6.7: All rays il~clinednt thc surne ullgle arrive ut tlrc same point.

The equal inclination fringes that are seen in lhis manner for thick plates are known as
Haidinger fringes. With an extended source, the symmetry of [he set up requires [hat
the interference pattern consists of a series of concentric circular bands centered on the
perpendicular drawn from the eye to the film, as shown in Fig. 6.8.

Circular fringes

Extended source

Black baorground

FIg.6.R: Circllliir Holdinger frlnges centcrcd

QII

the lcns axls.

such fringes are formed at infinity, and are observed by a telescope focussed at infinity.
These fringes are observed in Michelson interferometer, about which we will study in
next unit.
Fringes of Equal Thickness
Interference fringcs, for which thickness t is the dominant parameter rather than r, are
referred to as fringes of equal thickness. Each fringe is the locus of all points in the
film for which thickness is a constant. Such fringes are localised on the film itself, and
are observed by a microscope focussed on the film. Fringes due to the wedge-shaped
film belong to this class of fringes, which you will study in the next section.
Fringes of equal thickness can be distinguishcd from the circular palern of Haidinger's
fringes by the manner in which the diameters of the rings vary with order n. The central
region in the Haidinger paltern corresponds to the maximum value of n, whereas just the
opposite applies to fringes of equal inclina:ion.

6.4 INTERFERENCE BY A WEDGE-SHAPED FILM
..
So far, we have assumcd the film Lo be of uniform thickness. We will now discuss he
inlerrcrcncc pattcrn produccd by a film of varying thickness, kc., a film which is not
plane-parallel. Such a film may bc produced by,a wedge, which consists of rwo nonparallel planc surfaces, as shown in Fig. 6.9a and 6.9b. Observe that the interfering raysdo
no1 enter the eye parallcl to each olhcr but appear lo diverge fro111 a point near h e film.
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-
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(a)

P.lsr8 plater

(b)

Pig. 6.9: Frl~igesof cquul thickness: (a) method of vlsual obscrv~tiolls.(b) a parallel beam of llgl~t
incident on a wedge.

Lel us consider a thin wedge-shaped Silrn of refractive index p, bounded by two plane
t film be
surfaces AB and CD,inclined at an ~ n g l c0 ns shown in Fig. 6.9b. ~ e the
illuminated by a monochromalic sourcc of light from a slit held parallel lo the edge of
the wedge he edge is the linc passing through he point 0 and perpendicular to the
planc of the paper). Inlerfe~.enceoccurs belween lhe rays reflccled at he upper and
lowcr surfaccs of the film. In this case the path difference for a givcn pair of rays is
practically that given by Eq. (6.6). But, if it is assumed that light is incident almost
nor~nallyat a point P on the film, ihe factor cos r may be considered equal to 1. Thus,
Lhe path dilference between the rays reflectcd at the uppcr and lower surfaces is 2 p t ,

a

where t is the thickness of the film at P. An additional path differcnce of - is
2

introduced in thc ray reflccted,from the upper surface. Thc effective pall1 difrerencc
between the ~ w orays is

Hcnce the condition for bright fringes bccomes

Interference by Divlslon of
Amplitude

A

or

2 p t = ( 2 n + 1)2

The condition for dark fringe is
2 p t = nA

It is clear that for a bright or dark fringe of a particular order, t must remain constant.
Since in the case of a wedge-shaped film, t remains constant along lines parallel to the
thin edge of the wedge, the bright and dark fringes are straight lines parallel to the thin
edge of the wedge. Such fringes are commonly referred to as "fringes of equal
h
thickness". At the thin edge, where t = 0, path difference = -,
which is a condition for

2

minimum intensity. Hence, the edge of the film is dark. The resulting fringes resemble
the localized fringes in the MicheIson interferometer (this you will study in next unit)
and appear to be formed in the film itself.
Spacing between Two Consecutive Briglit (or Dark) Fringes
For the nlh dark fringe, we hove

Let this fringe be obtained at a distance x, from the thin.edge. Then t = x, b n 8 = x,, 0
(when 0 is small and measured in radianls).

Similarly, if he ( n + 1)th dark fringe is obtained at a distance x,
then

+

from the thin edge,

Subtracting Eq. (6.16) from Eq. (6.17), we get

Hence the fringe width fl is

where 9 is measured in radians.

..

Similarly, it can be shown that the spacing between two consecutive bright fringes
h
(fringe width) is 2p8 '

"

SAQ 3
Using sodium light (A = 5893 A), interference fringes are formed by reflection from a
thin air wedge. When viewed perpendicularly, 10 fringes are observed in a distance of
1 cm. Calculate the angle of the wedge.

io

If the fringes of equal thickness are produced in the air film between a convex surface
of a long-focus lens and a plane glass surface, the fringes will be circular in shape
because the thickness of the air film remains constant on the circumference of a circle.
The ring-shaped fringes, thus produced, were studied by Newton. In the next section, we
will study Newion's ring.

6.5 NEWTON'S RINGS
:

When a plapo-convex lens of large radius of curvature is placed with its convex surface
in contact gith a plane glass plate, air-film is formed between the lower surface of the
k,.h s ( L O L and
~ the upper surface of the plate (POQ), as shown in Fig. 6.10. The

thickness of the air film is zero at the point of contact 0,and it increases as one moves
away from the point of contact. If monochromatic light is allowed to fall normally on
this film, reflection takes place at both the top and bottom of the film. As a result of'
interferencebetween the light waves reflected from the upper and lower surfaces of the
air film, constructive or destructive interference takes place, depending upon the
thickness of the film. The thickness of the air film increases with distance from the
point of contact, therefore, the pattern of bright and dark fringe consists of concen~ic
circles. In Fig. 6.10, 1 and 2, are the interfering rays corresponding to an incident ray
AB. As the rings are observed in reflected light, the effective palh difference between
the interfering rays 1 and 2 is praclically that given by Eq. (6.13).

3ig.6.10: An arraligexncnt for obscrvlng Newton's rings.

As we have considered an air-film, 11 = 1. The condition for the bright ring which is
given by Eq. (6.14), is

and the condition for the dark ring which is given by Eq. (6.15) is

3

Let us find out the relationship between the radii of the rings and Lhe wavelength of the
light. Consider Fig. 6.11, where the lens LOL'is placed on the glass plate POQ. Let R
be the radius of curvature of the curved surface of the lens. Let r,, be the radius of the
nth Newton's ring corresponding to point P, where the film thickncss is r. Draw perpendicular PN. Then, from the property of a'c'ircle, we have

Fig. 6.11:

represents the radius of the nth dark ring, tho thlckncss of air film (where the nth dark
ring is formed) is I.
r,

Ititcrlcrcnce by Division of
Amplitude

Intcrfcrence

Since t is small compared to R, we can neglect 1'.
Hence,

r: = 2Rt

The condition for a bright ring is

r,"
But from Eq. (6.21), 2t = R

or

m (Bright ring)
r,2 = (2n - 1)2

Dn
If D, be the diameter of the nth bright ring, then D, = 2rnor r,, = -.
Substituting this
2

in the last expression, we get

or

D,

- 4-

(Aand R being constant)

.. .(6.22)

This shows that the radii of the rings vary as the square-root of odd natural numbers.
Thus the rings will be close to each other as the radius increases, as shown in Fig. 6.12.

Fig. 6.12: Newton's rings as observed In reflcctcd light.

Between lhe two bright rings there will be a dark ring whose radius will be proportional
to the square-root of the natural numbers. Attempt the following SAQ and prove the
above statement yourself.

Interfcre~lceby Division of
A~nplitude

SAQ 4

Using Eqs. (6.20) and (6.21), prove that the radius of the dark ring is proportional to Lhe
square-root of the natural numbers.
The ring diameters depend on wavelength, therefore, he monochromatic light will
produce an extensive fringe system such as Lhat shown in Fig. 6.12.
When the contact between lens and glass is perfect, Lhe central spoi is black. This is
direct evidence of the relative phase change of z bet\iteen the two types of reflection,
air-to-glass and glass-to-air, mentioned in Sec. 6.2. If there were no such pl~ase
change, the rays reflected from the twb surfaces in contact should be in the same
phase, and produce a brigllt spot at the centre. However, he central spot can be
made bright due to sligh~modification. In an inlercsting modification of the experiment,
due LO Thomas Young, if the lowcr plate is made to havc a higher index of refraction
Lhan ~ h lens,
c
and Lhc film in between is fillcd with an oil of intermediate index, then
both reflections are at "rarc-to-dense" surfaces. In Lhis situalion, no relative phase
change occurs, and he central fringe of the reflccted system is brigllt.
If D, is the diametcr of tlie nth bright ring, hen

If D,,, is thc diameter of the (n + p)th bright ring, ~hen

Subtracling Eq. (6.23) from Eq. (6.24), wc get

It may be menlioncd licre, Lhat the point oS conlact may not be pcrfect. As such the nth
t thc 11th fringe but Eq. (6.25) is al~iiostalways valid. On measuring Lhe
ring may ~ i o bc
dialnclers of thc rings and thc radius of curvaturc R , he wavelength can be calculated.
with thc hclp of ~ h Eq.
c (6.25). In laboralory, ~ h radius
c
of curvaturc can be accuralely
~ncasurcdwilh thc help of a sphcromcter.
If a liquid of rcfractivc indcx / L is introduced between tlie lens and the glass plate, Lhen
thc cxprcssion for path diflerencc bclwecn two intcrfering rays will also include p. Then
the radii of thc dark rings would be givcn by

Thus, when a little water is introduced bctwecn the lens and the plate, the rings contract
c
according to ~ h relation
tlia~neterof a ring in water-film
dialncter of tlie same ring in nir-Silm
whcre p is the refractive indcx of walcr..

1
-- fi

.

A ring systcln is also ob,servcd in thc light transmi~tedby Ncwton's ring plates. There
arc two tliffercnccs in the reflected and lransmittcd systems of rings, (i) Thc rings
observed in transmitted light arc cxactly colnplemcntary Lo ~Iioseseen in the reflccted
light, SO that thc central spot is now bright. (ii) Tlic rings in transmilled light are much
poorer in contrast than those in reflcctcd light.

Before moving to the next section, solve the following SAQ.

SAQ 5
If in a Newton's ring experiment, the air in the interspace is replaced by a liquid of
refractive inaex 1.33, in what proportion would the diameters of the ring change?

6.6 APPLICATIONS OF THE PRINCIPLE OF
INTERFERENCE IN THIN FILM
1. An important and simple application of the principle of interference within film is
in the production of coated surfaces. To accomplish this, the glass lens is coated with
the film of a transparent substance that has an index of refraction between Lhe refraction
indices for air and glass (See Fig. 6.13). The thickness of he film is one quarter of the
wavelenglh of light in the film so that

If we assume normal incidence, then the path difference between the light wave
'reflected from the upper
- - surface of the film and the light
- wave reflected from the lower

t

surface of the film is 2p1t = 2p1 x

a =I. Both waves undergo a phase change of
-

4Pi 2
180' as rellections at both surfaces are from "rare-to-dense". Thus, the two reflected
waves are out of phase because of path difference and, therefore, these interfere
desrructively. Such a film is known as non-reflecting film, because it gives zero
reflection. However, this does not mean that a non-reflecting film destroys light, but it
merely redistributes light so that a decrease of refleclion is accompanied by a
corresponding increase of transmission.

~ h6.13:
.

A m m coating on a

The practical importance of these films is that by their use one can greatly reduce loss

glass lens makes the of light by reflection at the various surfaces of lenses or prisms used in binoculars,
lcns "non-reflcctln~"
cameras, eke. Usually, glass is coated with a very thin layer of magnesium fluoride, the
when the film
refractive index of which @ = 1.38) is intermediate between those of glass and air.
fhlcklless Is
for
normal Inclde~~t.
The
2. Another important application of thin film interference phenomenon is the converse
total p131hdircrence
of the'reflected rays is of the procedure just discussed, viz., the glass surface is coated by a thin film of
Ihcn IU2,
lhe
suitable material to increase the reflectivity. The film thickness is again A/4*, where ~ ( f
wnvcs intcrfcre
dcstructlvely, i.c., the represents the refractive index of the film. The film is such that its refractive index is
greater than that of the glass, This is because nn abrupt phase change of occurs only
incldcnt light is
transmilted.
at the air-film interface and the beams reflected from the air-film interface and he film-

u4

glass interfacc constructively interrere.

3. The fringes obtain by a wedge-shaped film has important practical applications in
thc testing of optical surfaces for flatncss. An air-film is formed between a perfectly
plane surface and the surlace under test. If the latter surface is plane, the fringes will be
straight and parallef,'and, if not, these will be irregular in shape.
4. The accuracy of the grinding of a lens surface can be tested by observing the shape
of Newton's rings formcd belween it and an accurately flat glass surface, using
monochromatic light. If the rings are not perfectly circular, the grinding is imperfect.

You should be able to apply whatever you have learnt in this seclion to solve the
following SAQ.

It~tcrfcrct~cc
by Divisiot~of

6.7 SUMMARY

A~~lplitude

e

When the light wave is reflected from a boundary, there is an abrupt change of
phase. When the light ray is reflected while going from a rarer to a denser medium,
it suffers a phase change of n.B u t there is no phase change when the light ray is
reflected while going from a denser to a rarer medium.

o

Length 1 in a medium of refraclive index p i s optically equivalent to length pl in a
vacuum. pl is called the op~icalpath-length of distance 1 in the medium.

Q

For a thin film in reflecled light, he conditions for consuuctive and destructive
interference are:
2 p I cos r = (2n

+

1)

a (maxima)
-

2
2 p I cos r = n a (minima)

where 11 is the refractive index of the film, t is its thickness and r is the angle of
refraction in the film.
e

For a thin film in transmitted light, the conditions for cons~ructiveand destructive
interferencc are:

2 p I cos r = n A (maxima)
2 p r cos r = (2n

r

@

J. (minima)
+ 1) 2

The basic formula for the path difference between the interfering rays, obtained
due to division of amplitude by a film of thickness r and refractive index p, is
2 p r cos r, where r is the inclination of ray inside the film. If the thickness of the
film is uniform, the path difference 2 p t cos r varies only with inclination r, and
gives rise to the "fringes of equal in~li,nation".On the other hand, if the thickness
of the lilm is rapidly varying, the path difference 2 p r cos r changes mainly due to
changes in p. This gives rise to the "fringes of equal thickness".
The spacing fl between two consecutive bright (or dark) fringes produced by
wedge-shaped' film is given by

where A is the wavelength of light bcing used for illurninnling the film, p the
relractive index of the film, and 8 (measured in radians) the angle between the two
plane surfaces, which form the wedge-shaped film.
0

The diameters of the bright rings are proportional to the square-rools of the odd
natural numbers, whcreas the diameters of dark rings are proportional to the squareroots of natural numbers, provided thc contact is perfect.

0 .

On measuring the diarncters of Newton's rings and the radius of curvature R, the
wavelength can be calculated with thc help of he following relation:

o

The phenomenon of interference is used in the testing of optical surfaces and
producing non-reflecting glasses of ieflective coatings.

6.8 TERMINAL QUESTIONS
1)

White light is reflected normully from a llnifor~noil film (j.t =1.33), An
interference maximum for 6000 A and a minimum for 4500 A, with no minimum
in between, are observed, Calculaic the thickness of the film.

2)

Light (A = 6000 A) falls nor~nallyon a thin wcdgc-shapcd film (p = 1.5). Thcre
art Zcn bright and ninc dark fringes over the lcngth of the film. By how much
docs the rilln thickness change over this lcnglh?

3)

Two glass pIates 12 cm long touch at one end, and are separated by a wire
0.048 mm in dianictcr at the other. How many bright fringcs will be obscrved
ovcr thc 12 cm distance in the light ( A = 6800 A) rellectcd normally from the
plates?

4)

Newton's rings are rorlneti in rcflectcd light of wavelength 5895 x 10-8cm with a
liquid betwccn the planc and curved surraces. Thc diameter of the fifth ring is
0.3 cm and the radius or curvalurc of thc curved surhce is 100 cm. Calculate the
rcrractive index of the liquid, whcn the ring is (i) bright, (ii) dark.

5)

A Ncwton's rings arrangcmcnt is used with a source emitting two wave-lengths

A1 = 6.0 x

cm and A2 = 4.5 x

cm

and i t is round that the nth dark ring due Lo ill coincides with the (n+l)th dark
ring duc to A2. If the radius of curvature of the curvcd surhce is 90 cm, find the
dia~netcrof lhe nth dark ring for A1,

--

SAQs
1)

See Fig. 6,14

2)

According to Eq. (6.7) the path difrerence between Lhe inlerfering rays in
reflcetcd light is 2 p I cos r - h.When the film is excessively thin, t is very
2

small, and 2 / L t cos r is almost zcro. Hence the path ciifference, in such a case

A This is a condition o l minimum intensily. Hence, the film will
becomes -.
2

appcar black in the rerlccled light.

3)

Let 8 radian be the anglc of lhe air-wedge. For normal incidence, Lhe Cringewidth is given by

p=" 2 0
Here 2, = 5893 x

4)

':

p = 1 for air)

cm and P = 1/10 cm.

Accorciing to Eq, (6.20). the condition for the dark ring is
2t = nil
2

But from Eq. (6.19), 2t = I"
R

If D, be-the diameter of the nlh dark ring, r. = 4
2

Thus, the diameters of the dark rings are proportional to the square root of the
natural number.

The rings are contracted to 0.867 their previous diameters.

6)

In this case of interference in thin films, the situation is somewhat different. The
reflections at both the upper and lower surfaces of the material @ =1.25) film
take place under similar conditions, i.e., when light is going from a rarer to a
denser medium. Thus, there is a phase change of n at both reflections, which
means no phase difference due to reflection between the two, interfering beams.
The path difference between the two interfering beams is 2 p I for normal
incidence, where t is the thickness and p the refractive index of the film.
The two beams will destroy each other, if the path difrerence is an odd multiple
A i..e, when
of -,
2

This is the condition of mininla.
Here p = 1.25 and A = GOO0 A.

Hence the required thickness is given by

= (2n - 1) 1200A; where n = 1, 2,3,...
TQs
1)

The condition for an interference maximum in the light reflecled normally from
an oil film of thickness t is
2 p 1 = (n

+

$1

A ; where n = 0. 1,2,...

and that for an interference minimum is
2pt=nA;

where n = 1, 2, 3,.........

Here p = 1.33. Now there is a maximum for A = 6000.4
We can'write

In view of eq. (i) we have taken the integer (n
eq. (ii) Comparing eq. (i) and (ii), we get

+ 1) rather than n in

lntcrfcrcncc by Divlsioll of
Amplitude

Interfcrcnce

Substituting n = 1 i n eq. (i), we get

2)

The condition of deslructive interference in light reflected from a film is
2 p I cos r =nA.
Suppose the film thickness changes over this length by At. Lct n be the order of
the dark fringe appearing at one end of the film. The order of lhe dark fringe at
the olher end will be (n + 9 ) . Wc, therefore, have

and

2 p (t + At) cos r = (n + 9)A

Subtracting, we get
2 p (At) cos r = 9A

..

I = -

91
211 cos r

If thc fringes are seen normally, then cos r =l.

3)

Let t bc ~ h thickness
c
of the wire and 1 the length of lhc wedgc, as shown in
Fig. 6.15. The wcdge angle is

0 = - radian.
1

1

Incident light

I

Now, fringc-width

a
P= --.
28

Putting value of 8 fmm above we get

Since N fringes are secn; 1 = N

But 2 = 68ooA = 6800 x

4)

P. Thus

cm and r = 0.048 lnln = 0.0048 cm.

i) The dialnctcr D,of the nlh bright ring is given by

Here n = 5, A = 5895 x 10-'cm, R = 100 crn and D, = 0.3 cm

ii) The diameter of the 11th dark ring is given by

where D, = diamcter of nth ring, R = Lhc radius oE curvcd surface and X = the
wavclenglh of light.
If D, and D,+l be two diameters,.

D: = 411RAl
D2n+1= 4 ( n t l ) R&
But
,

Dn = Dn+l

..

4nRAl = 4 (n t l)RXz

or

4nR (Al

- il,)= 4 R h

Putting n = 3 in (i)
D ~ = ~ x ~ x ~ O X ~ X ~ O - ~

